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Leslie Bocskor, President of Electrum Partners, Named Blue Moon Advisor of
the Year

Mr. Bocskor was selected as Advisor of the Year due to his uncanny ability to attract both
interest in and clients for Blue Moon.

LAS VEGAS (PRWEB) March 09, 2018 -- Blue Moon Consortium, Inc., doing business as “Blue Moon
Advisors,” proudly announced its 2017 Advisor of the Year at its 2nd Annual holiday event in December 2017.
Leslie Bocskor, President of Electrum Partners, was named the new advisor. Known for his booming
“Greetings and Salutations,” welcoming remarks when he speaks, Mr. Bocskor exudes joy and positivity into
any room he enters, just like he did at the event. Mr. Bocskor was selected as Advisor of the Year due to his
uncanny ability to attract both interest in and clients for Blue Moon. In 2017, Mr. Bocskor sourced more than
20 clients to Blue Moon, three of which accomplished a 925+ Capital Readiness Score™. This score is part of
the Capital Readiness Report, a due diligence tool that helps predict the ultimate success of a venture. A 925
score (out of 1,000) and above has shown historically to have a higher likelihood of success.

Mr. Bocskor was sincerely appreciative of Blue Moon’s services, helping Electrum receive a high score.

“As a partner in the Blue Moon network, we have been able to gain valuable insight for ourselves into our
clients and for our clients, into their businesses, and in turn we have been able to successfully raise more
capital, at more favorable valuations, and much more quickly than before thanks to Blue Moon Advisors and
the capital readiness report process, said Mr. Bocskor. “In many ways, they have helped us to close critical
gaps, provide deeper value and achieve key revenue goals for us, our clients and our partners.”

About the Awards

Annually, the Blue Moon Advisors Board of Directors, Board of Advisors and Executive Team review all Blue
Moon Advisor referrals, Strategic Partner activity and the results of the companies and their entrepreneurs that
lead them. The awards are broken down into three main categories: (1) Blue Moon Advisor of the Year; (2)
Strategic Partner of the Year; and (3) Entrepreneur of the Year. Blue Moon Advisor of the Year is defined as
the Advisor with the most successful qualified referrals that results in high CRR Scores, that complete the Blue
Moon process and become funded. Strategic Partners of the Year are those Partners that refer the most
successful companies and also source the most capital for those enterprises. Entrepreneur of the Year is the
business owner that earns the highest CRR Score, completes the Blue Moon financial packaging process,
becomes funded, launches and grows their enterprise most successfully.

About Blue Moon Advisors
Blue Moon Advisors is a business finance consulting firm that serves high net worth individuals, family offices,
private equity funds and venture capitalists in support of financing early stage, growth, Nano to small-cap
companies. The Company provides three primary products: (1) The Capital Readiness Report, a due diligence
tool; (2) Business finance documents packaging (The Blue Moon Book); (3) The Management Virtual Portal
(MVP). Blue Moon Advisors is most known for its objective and subjective software system that analysis
business opportunities. The “Capital Readiness Report,” or “CRR,” is a process that has proven more than 75%
effective in predicting the ultimate success of a venture during its seed, startup, and growth stages. Developed
by Blue Moon Advisors during nine years of research closely tracking approximately 300 companies seeking
capital, the CRR is a deliverable diligence tool for entrepreneurs and capital providers.
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For further questions or to schedule an interview with Tony Drexel Smith, contact: Karl Rader,
Communications Director; Phone: (702) 378-7032; Email: info(at)bluemoonadvisors.com
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Contact Information
Karl Rader
Blue Moon Advisors
http://www.bluemoonadvisors.com
+1 7023787032

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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